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Abstract 

 

The capability of living on another planet is the next step in humankind’s development toward a 

multiplanetary civilization. While Mars is sequential in this logical evolutionary process, many 

of the design concerns and constraints present on Mars can also prove useful for designs in 

extreme climates here on Earth. As climate change continues unabatedly, the negative effects on 

Earth’s ecosystems are becoming increasingly amplified. While this project is a disciplinary 

exercise, the implications of solving architectural problems through a scientific approach is one 

that is increasingly relevant on our own planet. In this thesis project, I have identified the 

architectural and scientific elements of space design that need to be synthesized to create a 

functional solution for astronauts to live on Mars. This home design is intended as the first phase 

of a multistep process of colonizing the Red Planet. The design of a constrained environment is 

exceptionally necessary because the occupants rarely leave. Therefore, architecture on Mars 

must leap beyond what is present on Earth by offering a more holistic environment to its users 

through measures of safety, a sense of comfort, an appeal to the human psyche, a means to 

conduct effective research, and designed adaptability for future growth. 
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Process Analysis Statement 

 

 While this thesis project was certainly the longest undertaking I have ever completed, it 

was definitely the most rewarding, eye-opening, and inspiring of my collegiate career. When I 

started generating thesis ideas in the fall, I identified six potential concepts that interested me. I 

wanted to find a balance between the research necessary and the design required to resolve the 

problem. After a few weeks, I found myself drawn to the idea of designing architecture on Mars. 

With NASA's Mars 2020 mission having recently launched, and SpaceX making forward 

progress in landing reusable spacecraft, I was compelled to join the conversation of space travel. 

Ultimately with this thesis, I wanted to pursue my interest of science and technology while 

integrating my four and a half years of architectural design experience.  
 In the first few months, I identified that my project would have a narrow scope. The 

design would be a house for several astronauts to live on Mars for a short period of time. I tossed 

around the ideas for designing a whole Martian city, exploring how to send hundreds of people 

to Mars at once, designing spacecraft for long-term space travel, and several others, but always 

returned to the idea of the first Martian home. After some preliminary research, I concluded that 

sending six astronauts for a two-year period would be probable and highly recommendable. I 

then took it upon myself to calculate the necessary resources, spatial requirements, and 

psychological needs of a small crew of human astronauts. I also researched how the Martian 

environment is conducive to some design techniques and not so much to others. There were 

large, important disparities between Mars and Earth: radiation, temperature, year-length, 

chemical composition of soil and air, atmosphere thickness, weather patterns, strength of 

planetary gravity, and many others. These were then documented and incorporated into the many 

small design iterations I created in February 2021.  

 After a series of sketches, models, 3D prints, and digital modeling, I began working on 

the final design solution. I chose to create a pentagon-shaped ring comprised of five pods 

connected by airlock-sealed hallways. These pods would be created using two shells: the 

outermost shell would be 3D printed using Martian regolith, and the inner shell would be an 

inflatable bladder that would be airtight. The hallways would be constructed in the same manner. 

At the center of this five-sided ring, I placed a mechanical core that would distribute resources to 

each of the pods independently. This was a decision made to increase safety by introducing 

redundancy. On the outside of this ring, three airlocks were attached to three pods creating a Y-

shape. Attached to the remaining two pods, the astronauts were given access to two private ice 

domes that would introduce indirect daylight for allotted periods of time each day. The domes 

would be 3D printed as well, but the material used would be an ice-based compound that would 

stay frozen constantly.  

 The final design met all the goals outlined in my thesis statement. In hindsight, this 

architecture thesis was a challenge to build beyond the infamous hierarchy of needs. Even 

though designing for isolation was difficult and put me outside of my comfort zone, I believe I 

learned a lot of useful skills that I can apply in my architecture career. For example, using 

foreign parameters to aid my design decisions is something increasingly common as we 

approach an age where climate change drastically affects our lives. I believe that the Honors 

College helped paved the way in my years at Ball State by teaching me to think outside the box 

in a constructive manner, and this ultimately directed my focus to such a unique thesis project.  
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What architectural and scientific elements of 

space design need to be synthesized to create a 

reasonable and functional architectural solution for 

astronauts to live on Mars?

Architecture on Mars must leap beyond what 

is present on Earth by offering a more holistic 

environment to its users through measures 

of safety, a sense of comfort, an appeal to the 

human psyche, a means to conduct effective 

research, and designed adaptability for future 

growth.

The capability of living on another planet is the 

next step in humankind’s development toward a 

multiplanetary civilization. While Mars is sequential 

in this logical evolutionary process, many of 

the design concerns and constraints present 

on Mars can also prove useful for designs in 

extreme climates here on Earth. As climate change 

continues unabatedly, the negative effects on 

Earth’s ecosystems are becoming increasingly 

amplified. While this project is a disciplinary 

exercise, the implications of solving architectural 

problems through a scientific approach is one that 

is increasingly relevant on our own planet. 

In this thesis project, I have identified the 

architectural and scientific elements of space 

design that need to be synthesized to create a 

functional solution for astronauts to live on Mars. 

This home design is intended as the first phase of 

a multistep process of colonizing the Red Planet. 

The design of a constrained environment is 

exceptionally necessary because the occupants 

rarely leave. Therefore, architecture on Mars must 

leap beyond what is present on Earth by offering 

a more holistic environment to its users through 

measures of safety, a sense of comfort, an appeal 

to the human psyche, a means to conduct effective 

research, and designed adaptability for future 

growth.
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an internal “bubble” that could aid in retaining 

interior oxygen and atmospheric levels. By carefully 

considering the structure and internal walls of 

the building, I hoped to create places for privacy 

as well. As with a home on Earth, entertainment, 

furniture, and electricity are critical for any individual 

or family to live a comfortable lifestyle. By creating 

spaces for entertainment, utilizing multifunctional 

furniture, and harvesting electricity from renewable 

sources, I hoped to invoke a similar atmosphere 

on Mars. In this thesis, I challenged myself to use 

new parameters to design something I had never 

attempted before. With this, I hoped to identify what 

type of work I may be able to pursue in the future, 

or open doors to working with people in adjacent 

fields of design.

This project was and is very important to me, the 

architectural field, and the scientific community. 

Many investors, thinkers, scientists, researchers, 

and space programs agree that travelling to Mars 

is the next step in understanding astronomy 

and space exploration. Since Mars is the closest 

Proposal Introduction

In the fall semester of 2020, I determined that my 

senior thesis project would be a design for an 

architectural structure for people to live comfortably 

on the surface of Mars. While this topic and project 

could have easily grown into a much larger design 

field, and many concepts arose that invoked 

questions of motivation, ethics, practicality, risk, 

and others, I made careful decisions and followed 

specific tactics to enable myself to still be creative. 

Additional considerations and assumptions had to 

be made for this thesis to stay focused and concise.

In short, my thesis project intended to produce 

Martian architecture. Fortunately, there are many 

projects that looked at this typology already: 

MARSHA, Team Gamma, Mars Ice House, and 

Mars X House, to name a few. The objective of my 

project in particular was to design a structure that 

would safely house six people for at least two years. 

Although this number may seem arbitrary, research 

and previous missions suggested this to be a 

reasonable goal. In this design, I chose to protect 

residents from the Martian environment by creating 

terrestrial planet to us, it provides an achievable 

milestone from which we can learn, react, and 

prepare for other missions and exploration fields. 

My design built upon many other projects and 

design proposals that have been created over the 

past few decades. While my project is unique and 

new, much of it is only possible because of prior 

outside research and testing. By pioneering this 

interplanetary realm of architecture, I hoped to 

extend the concepts of creating comfortable places 

on Mars that reflected and imitated architecture 

that is found here on Earth. While this career field is 

already extremely expansive and multidisciplinary, 

space design is still relatively new and has only 

recently been developed. 

On the contrary, architecture has been around for 

thousands of years, but only within the bounds and 

parameters provided to us on Earth. On a different 

planet though, a brand-new set of design standards 

had to be considered and used. Throughout this 

thesis, I had the great fortune of working on this 

design around the same time that the Mars 2020 

Mission successfully landed the Perseverance 

Rover and the Ingenuity Helicopter on the surface 

of Mars. In April 2021, history was made when 

Ingenuity performed the first successful powered 

flight on another planet. Images from this mission 

have been integrated into this thesis report. For 

the remainder of this body of work, the reader can 

expect to see how I chose to address the new 

standards for Mars.
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tier is the broadest, Exploration Zones (EZ) . . . 

Each of these zones can be marked by a circle 

approximately 200 kilometers wide.1 . . . The most 

important aspect of these specified EZs is that 

each possesses precise Regions of Interest, ROIs, 

and potential landing sites. One or more ROIs must 

exist before an EZ is established. These regions 

can then be broken down into two subcategories: 

science regions and resource regions . . . Other 

key elements of a mission might include In-site 

Resource Utilization (ISAU) Zones and Power 

Zones.2

Elevation Matters
. . . “No human missions would come closer to the 

poles than 50 degrees latitude, and no landing sites 

would be higher or lower than two kilometers from 

what on parched Mars would count as ‘sea level.’”3 

. . . “To land safely means no high-elevation sites, 

where there isn’t enough atmosphere to slow you 

down in time.”4 Since Martian air is one percent as 

thick as Earth’s, a separate set of parameters are 

used to analyze how a spacecraft would land. At 

Introduction
. . . While it is clear that space exploration and 

interplanetary architecture have numerous 

obstacles, this thesis is meant to address several 

foundational ones. As this research shows, site 

location on the surface of Mars, sustainable 

construction methods for the home, and positive 

experiences for Martian astronauts must stay as the 

focal point for this project. 

Physical Site
. . . It is crucial to first determine which optimal 

landscape forms allow for habitation, development, 

and expansion opportunities. To do this, three 

main factors of a site and its context must be met: 

the habitat protects from the Martian environment 

(such as sandstorms, extreme cold, and solar 

radiation), it provides optimal elevation and terrain 

for landing and launching rockets, and it presents 

opportunities for producing energy . . .  

NASA currently uses a hierarchical system to 

identify the goals of a Mars mission . . . The first 

Excerpts from the Research issues . . . Fortunately, technological advancements 

are frequent occurrences; this condenses the 

predicted timeline. 

Sustainability
The next logical step upon identifying a site location 

is listing the methods by which a home can be 

constructed. While the form and erection method 

are critical, an additional aspect of designing on 

Mars compared to Earth is material choices. Since 

the surface of our neighbor is desolate and barren, 

the conversation of what we can build with arises.

The dire need for architecture to be sustainable is 

far greater on Mars than it is here on Earth. In outer 

space, sustainable solutions equate to efficient 

ones. On Mars especially, it is paramount that all 

resources and technologies are used to their fullest 

potential for as long as possible. In order for an 

architectural design to be sustainable, successful, 

and viable, it must address the materiality of the 

structure itself, the means of energy production 

and storage, and the processes by which priceless 

resources such as water are used and reused 

indefinitely.

. . . Instead, an overwhelming amount of evidence 

has led research and design teams to identify 

robotic methods as the most cost effective, time 

higher elevations, a spacecraft’s parachutes would 

be insufficient at slowing the descent towards the 

surface. At the other extreme, thick air and dust 

particles would most likely interfere with a smooth 

landing . . . sandstorms are a consideration when 

designing and planning for Mars missions. The lack 

of moisture in Martian air keeps the dust particles 

from clumping, so a storm can flare up very quickly 

and die down very slowly.5 . . . When considering 

how to viably design an astronaut’s living quarters, 

this aspect of weather should be incorporated and 

addressed, but not overcompensated. Even though 

sandstorms may have an effect comparative to a 

sandblasting procedure, rarely would an average 

structure be in danger of moving or being blown 

away during a Martian storm.

At its equator, Mars receives the most direct 

sunlight for the longest period of the year, similar 

to Earth. For astronauts who will rely heavily on 

energy produced by solar panels and solar arrays, 

Exploration Zones at or near the equator are the 

most desirable choices . . . Humans are over a 

decade away from sending the first astronauts to 

Mars. With that being said, designing a home for 

these brave pioneers should be at the forefront 

of the planning stage. Considering the numerous 

challenges that face astronauts, scientists, and 

designers, it is vital to start with the most critical 

Fig. 02

Fig. 04

Fig. 03

Fig. 05
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could be comparable to a rammed earth structure 

on Earth. Although the result is quite primitive, the 

technique is critical . . . Fortunately, solar power 

is just the beginning. Multi-Mission Radioisotope 

Thermoelectric Generators, or MMRTGs, have 

been powering Mars rovers for years. Currently, 

one is powering the Curiosity rover which landed 

on Mars on August 6, 2012 and is still operating 

successfully. In February 2021, the Mars rover 

called Perseverance will also put an MMRTG to use. 

In this complex generator, the nuclear energy from 

the isotope plutonium-238 becomes the source of 

heat which is then turned into energy.8

. . . Water is the third crucial aspect of sustainable 

Martian architecture. Based on the amount of 

water that astronauts living on the International 

Space Station consume, each Martian astronaut 

requires approximately 3 gallons of water per day 

(11 liters) to drink and use to clean oneself.9 While 

a water reclamation system is sustainable, it is a 

closed loop system. This means that every drop 

used will eventually return to the filtration portion 

to be recycled repeatedly. The water reclamation 

system will need to be heavily integrated into 

the whole architecture for the sake of efficiency 

and redundancy. All sinks, showers, toilets, and 

accessible drinking water will connect to this 

hydrologic artery.

sensitive, and material conscience way to build.6

. . . On Mars, however, sustainable methods are 

not optional. A structure built on Mars has to be 

inexpensive, resilient, efficient, and functional.

As in most architecture projects, cost is a major 

factor when building on Mars. Everything sent into 

space costs exponentially more than it does on 

Earth . . . This sole reason is why it is so important 

to use what resources are readily available on 

Mars - the soil, rocks, underground lava tubes, and 

many other landscape forms. Part of the solution 

to minimizing costs and creating a sustainable 

structure is to combine the natural Martian materials 

with engineered materials to create an optimal 

substance that is strong, durable, reliable, and 

reusable.

Proof of Concept
MARSHA, a housing project created, tested, and 3D 

printed by AI SpaceFactory, would be comprised of 

a material that is made this way. The firm claimed, 

“an innovative mixture of basalt fiber extracted from 

Martian rock and renewable bioplastic (polylactic 

acid, or PLA) processed from plants grown on Mars” 

is a structurally sound, radiation-shielding building 

material.7 . . . With that being said, by using a resilient 

material formed from regolith, astronauts would be 

living in one of the most sustainable structures ever 

seen - and the first on the planet. This end product 

The material of the structure needs to include 

Martian regolith, energy suppliers need to vary in 

size, efficiency, and method, and water reclaimers 

need to tie into every part of the building that 

provides or collects water. If a piece of architecture 

can successfully incorporate each of these 

components, it will be truly sustainable and by 

definition, self-reliant . . .

Experiential Issues
Once sustainability is heavily integrated into the 

design, the next most important element of the 

structure itself is how the users will experience 

living inside . . . Humans have certain needs that 

have to be met foremost, but the second level of 

long-term survival is comfort and safety. It is equally 

important to consider how Martian astronauts 

will stay comfortable and relaxed while actively 

maintaining a balance of safety and precaution

. . . Strong architecture that elevates the user 

experience must address how to use daylight in 

interior spaces while reflecting solar radiation, 

create ambient spaces that promote comfort 

and relaxation, and innovatively combine the 

functionality of the structure and spaces.

. . . the visibility and access to sunlight can help 

invoke the natural cycles present on Earth. 

Astronauts will then have the opportunity to 

experience normal sleep and wake cycles simply 

by seeing daylight.10 . . . It is important for humans 

living on Mars to try to live out their lives as normally 

as they can. This means seeing the sun rise and set, 

having relatively immediate access to the natural 

landscape, and fulfilling mandatory tasks each day 

that require labor and mental processing . . .

Martian crews will need to grow some of their food 

while living on Mars, so finding ways to incorporate 

the concept of gardening and farming into a 

Martian residence will be crucial. Fortunately, the 

solution for indoor farming might be temporary. 

“In 2014, NASA’s Institute for Advanced Concepts 

partnered with Techshot to construct biodomes 

with controlled environments in which to grow 

oxygen-producing cyanobacteria and algae. 

Preliminary tests indicate that certain life-forms 

can indeed flourish there [Mars].”11 Once a base 

of nutrients and bacteria are prevalent in the soil, 

a perpetual cycle of plant life can begin on the 

Martian surface.

Other considerations that can aid in creating a 

comfortable environment involve entertainment 

and communication. While Martian astronauts will 

be able to send messages and videos to their Earth-

bound families, there is significant latency when 

communicating over the millions of miles between 

Fig. 06

Fig. 08

Fig. 07

Fig. 09
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Earth and Mars . . . One final possibility for an 

Earthlike experience while on Mars might include 

virtual reality (VR). With extremely immersive 

environments and sound, users can temporarily be 

mentally, visually, and audibly teleported to their life 

back on Earth. 

The third major complication with the human 

experience on Mars involves the shape and 

structure of the home. Because Mars’ atmosphere 

is only a fraction as dense as Earth’s, the structure 

of the home must be constructed like a balloon. 

Since the atmospheric pressure inside the home 

will be exponentially higher than the pressure on 

the outside of the structure, it must be designed 

to withstand inflating and exploding. Flat exterior 

walls and horizontal ceilings are impossible in a 

Martian home. In addition to accommodating for 

lateral loads and wind loads, internal atmospheric 

loads must also be considered . . . it is logical to 

counteract the immense internal pressure of a 

Martian home through the use of the material and 

an arched shape . . .

Three overarching design decisions can lead to a 

comfortable experience for these six astronauts: 

allowing daylight to dictate circadian rhythms, 

using plant life and other technology that can 

assist in invoking comfortable environments, and 

utilizing the shape of the building to retain a sense 

of familiarity.   

Conclusion
By diving deep into the research of these three 

aspects of the project, it has become even clearer 

that many other considerations and concerns 

must be addressed for this thesis design to be 

considered viable . . . Another component of this 

Martian home will bring psychological comfort to 

the user. This will be exhibited through material and 

aesthetic choices made during the development of 

the architecture. In the subsequent components of 

this proposal, I have begun to outline and define a 

variety of parameters that will be mandatory as my 

design moves forward. 

Endnotes
1  Lee Billings, “No Man’s Land: Where on Mars Should
      Astronauts Go?” Scientific American, March 4, 2016, https://
      www.scientificamerican.com/article/no-man-s-land-where-
      on-mars-should-astronauts-go/.
2  Ibid, “No Man’s Land.”
3  Ibid, “No Man’s Land.”
4  “Mars in a Minute: How Do You Choose a Landing Site?” 
      NASA Science, NASA/JPL-Caltech, last modified October 
      15, 2018, https://mars.nasa.gov/resources/22095/mars-in-
      a-minute-how-do-you-choose-a-landing-site/?site=msl.
5  Bruce Banerdt, “Episode 1: Getting to Mars is Hard,” 
      On a Mission: NASA/JPL (Podcast), October 29, 2018, 
      accessed September 28, 2020, https://mars.nasa.gov/
      insight/multimedia/podcast/on-a-mission-s1e1/.
6  Michio Kaku, The Future of Humanity: Terraforming Mars, 
       Interstellar Travel, Immortality, and Our Destiny Beyond 
      Earth (New York: Doubleday, 2018), 115.
7  “Innovative Construction Materials,” MARSHA: AI 
       SpaceFactory’s Mars Habitat, Accessed on October 14, 
      2020, https://www.aispacefactory.com/marsha.
8  “Multi-Mission Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator 
      (MMRTG),” NASA/U.S. Department of Energy, May 2020, 
      https://rps.nasa.gov/resources/86/multi-mission-
      radioisotope-thermoelectric-generator-mmrtg/.
9  “Human Needs: Sustaining Life During Exploration,” NASA 
       Fact Sheet, April 16, 2007, https://www.nasa.gov/vision/
       earth/everydaylife/jamestown-needs-fs.html.
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         magazine.com/technology/lighting/does-circadian-
         lighting-work_o.
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MARSHA is a unique Mars habitat design because it is multistory 

and features windows and a skylight to allow natural daylight 

to flood the interior spaces. While solar radiation is a major 

concern on Mars, finding a way to help astronauts continue 

circadian rhythm is beneficial in many regards. Since MARSHA is a 

condensed, single, uniform shape, there are far fewer issues with 

this building than with one that has many corridors connecting 

separate modules. One example of this advantage is the aspect of 

solar radiation. This unavoidable energy can be deflected much 

easier off one continuous surface than it is off a series of multi-

faceted structures or a string of connected, malleable surfaces. 

The egg-like shape of this 3D-printed structure allows for some 

flexibility at the structure’s middle which will occur from internal 

atmospheric loads pushing outward on the exterior walls. The 

atmospheric pressure on Mars is almost nonexistent, so realistic 

architectural designs mitigate the tendency of expansion. This 

element causes Martian architecture to look and feel foreign 

compared to Earth’s buildings. Another advantage to a single 

tower is the efficiency of resources traveling throughout the 

building. Not only can water move faster, but the astronauts will do 

less walking as well. Using stairs frequently can also maintain or 

improve the condition of an astronaut’s heart and muscles.

Experience is one of the focal factors of any sensible Mars 

mission. If the astronauts do not feel safe or are not comfortable, 

the whole mission is at risk of failure. SEArch+ (Space Exploration 

Architecture), the design team behind the Mars Ice House, 

considered daylight to be one of the defining form factors in their 

design. In contrast to the dark, opaque walls of MARSHA, this 

project stays true to its name. The outer shell will be 3D-printed like 

MARSHA, but the material will be a mixture of ice which will freeze 

in place. This creates a large, translucent dome that is somewhat 

customizable in shape. 

In theory, a semi-autonomous robot will craft walls by climbing up 

supports to reach higher layers. The goal in using such a material 

is to flood almost all internal spaces with diffuse, natural daylight. In 

fact, the predicted outcomes of this material are quite positive and 

promise a successful result. Astronauts living in this structure can 

expect to have an outside yard of sorts on the Martian surface. This 

ice dome will not only protect the residents from solar radiation, 

but it will create an open, air-filled environment in which the users 

can spend time researching and studying the planet without 

leaving their “front door.” Similar to MARSHA, Mars Ice House also 

uses a double-shell system that creates an inner layer of protection 

for the astronauts to sleep.

Inspiration 01: 
MARSHA

Fig. 13: MARSHA Pods, AI SpaceFactory. 10/26/20

Inspiration 02: 
Mars Ice House

Fig. 14: Mars Ice House, SEArch. 10/26/20
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Fig. 15: Team Gamma’s Design, ARCHITECT. 10/01/20 Fig. 18: Igloo Sketches 

Fig. 17: Thabo Mbeki Library, David Adjaye. 02/18/21

Fig. 16: Eco-Dome, Nader Khalili. 02/18/21

Inspiration 03: 
Team Gamma Design

Inspirations 04-06:
Eco-Dome, Library, and Igloo

In NASA’s 3D Printed Habitat Challenge of 2015, the firm Foster + 

Partners designed a Martian settlement that combined a sturdy, 

reinforced, inflatable structure with a significant amount of regolith 

cover. Regolith is the term used to denote loose rocks and soil 

that originate from the Martian surface. This regolith would be 

fused together in layers by a modified, large-scale 3D printer. In 

this concept, a series of semi-autonomous robots would be sent to 

Mars to prepare this structure prior to the human astronauts’ arrival. 

As seen in the renderings, after the structure is complete, the soil 

can be added to the exterior and packed together tightly in dense 

layers. 

By using the natural materials as a protective “blanket” over the 

base structure, the design team planned to protect inhabitants 

from the excessive radiation and extreme temperature swings that 

are present on Mars. However, this design relies heavily on three 

different kinds of robots that would perform specialized tasks 

in the construction process. This is an aspect of extraterrestrial 

settlements that requires extensive planning and consideration. 

While it would seem ideal for humans to be directly overseeing 

construction, this luxury may only be available in the far future. The 

development of these technologies will dictate the possibility of 

this design.

The vernacular nature of the igloo stretches back centuries, if 

not millennia. The inspiration drawn from this concept was the 

entry sequence protruding from a curved form and the process 

of custom blocks of material being stacked together. Once again, 

the dome form was studied and integrated into potential designs 

for the Martian home. The ratio of form size and shape to overall 

strength is a desirable one.

The Thabo Mbeki Presidential Library in Johannesburg, South 

Africa was inspiring for two reasons: the multiple forms that 

are connected and the construction technique used. First, the 

concept of semi-isolated programmatic elements connected 

by hallways is of particular interest for this thesis. There are 

advantages in terms of safety by adopting a similar technique. 

Second, this library was constructed using rammed earth.

The project “Eco-Dome” was used as inspiration for its layering 

technique that could be carried over to Mars. In this case, earth 

and soil were packed tightly into sturdy, long bags. The tube-

like bags were then formed, packed, and arranged in the proper 

manner to ultimately create an inhabitable structure. On Mars, a 

similar technique could be used. Prefabricated bags made to in 

specific shapes would be filled with Martian regolith and stacked.
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Although Mars generally has a very rough, rocky 

terrain, there are several locations near the equator 

that possess a smoother landscape. Noctis Landing 

is the location chosen for this thesis project. 

The location is roughly 260 square kilometers 

(100 square miles) and has been identified as 

an exploration zone by NASA. These zones, as 

mentioned in the earlier research, are areas on Mars 

that will most likely provide a lot of useful data and 

information about the planet. Similar to Earth, the 

equator of Mars is warmest throughout the year, 

and experiences minimal seasonal changes.

Located east of Noctis Labyrinthus, north of 

Oudemans Crater, and at the west mouth of Valles 

Marineris, this site is of significant interest to NASA. 

Noctis Landing, although not technically an official 

Mars nomenclature, gets its name from the adjacent 

Noctis Labyrinthus. The solar patterns of this site 

compare to Earth’s with two sets of equinoxes and 

solstices. While the tilt of Mars is slightly less than 

Earth’s, the equatorial conditions of the site relate to 

our terrestrial ones. A day on Mars is called a “sol” 

which refers to the amount of time it takes for Mars 

to complete a full rotation. This period of time is 

24 hours and 39 minutes. The amount of daylight, 

however, fluctuates with the seasons like it does on 

Earth. Additionally, at random times throughout the 

year, large Martian sandstorms will linger stretching 

for many hundreds of kilometers. Various wind 

patterns stir up dry dust which can stay airborne for 

days at a time blocking out most daylight. 

While Noctis Landing only changes elevation 

by 60 meters (200 feet) over the course of five 

kilometers (3.1 miles), the surrounding landscape 

is not as flat. To the east, a large dune stretching 

for 12 kilometers (7.5 miles) consistently drops 

off 160 meters (525 feet). To the south and to the 

west, a gradual hill ascends 130 meters (424 feet) 

and descends 180 meters (590 feet). Additionally, 

small hills and cliffs, as well as a 60-meter-deep 

crater, populate the north of the site. This unique 

landscape not only provides a dynamic horizon 

line, but offers several challenges for astronauts 

who plan to leave the direct vicinity of the home. 

Site Selection Criteria

Fig. 22: Satellite Image of Noctis Landing, Mars Trek. 12/03/20

Fig. 20: Satellite Image of Noctis Landing, Mars Trek. 12/03/20

Fig. 21: Satellite Image of Noctis Landing, Mars Trek. 12/03/20

Fig. 19: Satellite Image of Noctis Landing, Mars Trek. 12/03/20
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List of Spaces Quantities
Square 

Footage per 
Room

Total SF per 
Program 

Bedroom 3 120 360
Bathroom 1 40 40
Recreation Space 1 150 150
Multiuse Storage 2 30 60
Testing Laboratories 2 200 400
Mechanical/ 
Equipment Room 1 200 200
Kitchen/ Food 
Preparation Area 1 150 150
Open Multipurpose 
Space 1 80 80
Communications 
Room 1 40 40

TOTAL: 13 rooms 1480 sf
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This section of the proposal was an exercise in 

identifying nine types of spaces that should be 

incorporated into this thesis project. This list was 

created by studying other Martian architecture 

precedent projects, reading research articles 

and peer-reviewed articles, and through my own 

experience as someone who has needs and lives 

in a home. As shown in the program matrix, each of 

these nine spaces is sometimes more compatible 

with some rooms more than others. 

One example of this is the bathroom and the 

mechanical room. Since the mechanical room 

houses the water reclamation system as well as an 

electrical storage unit, it was logical to place these 

two next to each other. This would increase the 

efficiency of water recycling and reduce the length 

of interchange between the two. Integrating simple 

connections like this quickly helped me develop 

several strict forms the building should follow.

The zoning diagrams were beneficial to later stages 

in the design process, though. These explorations 

gave me a set of fictitious parameters that aided 

me down the line. One of these successes was 

eventually determining that the home needed 

a central core. The middle pod, as it turned out, 

would also house the other life supporting systems 

and equipment. Then, the core would distribute 

adequate resources to each pod independently. 

This decision was based on safety and redundancy. 

While some of these diagrams were certainly useful 

throughout the design process, other ideas were 

quickly abandoned. For example, vertical stacking 

was off the table within the first few concepts. Since 

Mars is expansive and uninhabited, there was no 

restriction for space. In addition, stairs, ladders, 

or any type of elevator system would introduce 

unnecessary safety issues. While earlier Mars-based 

inspirations have explored vertical orientation, this 

thesis did not.

Lastly, the room diagrams on pages 24-25 were 

early proofs of concept. These drawings helped me 

map out possible furniture layouts to a set scale.

Fig. 26

Fig. 24

Fig. 25

Fig. 23

Program + Space Adjacencies



Testing Laboratories

Precedent: MARSHA

Number of Rooms Required:

Number of Occupants:

Space Purpose/Function:

Adjacencies:
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Daylight/View:
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Spaces for testing soil, air, and 
rock samples; places for 
computer logs and data storage; 
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containers for storing samples
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astrobiology and chemistry lab 
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1

2 

Houses equipment for 
collecting, filtering, storing, and 
distributing water and air 
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and safe from the environment

Bedrooms, Bathroom, Testing 
Laboratories, Kitchen

Water reclaimer, oxygenator, 
atmospheric regulator, 
electricity and power storage

No windows or exposure to the 
outside

Oxygenator

Wall Opening

Electricity 
Storage and 
Distribution

Bedroom

Number of Rooms Required:

Number of Occupants:

Space Purpose/Function:

Adjacencies:

Special Equipment/Furnishings:

Daylight/View:

3

2 per room

Place for the astronauts to sleep; 
a comfortable place to relax; a 
private place to dress/undress; 
somewhere to enjoy private time 
or personal entertainment

Bathroom, Recreation Room, 
Mechanical Room

Beds, desk, chair, clothing, and 
storage

Needs at least one window or 
view to the outside

Precedent: Mars One Project

ApertureAperture

Pocket Door

Single Bed

Operable 
Door

Desk and Chair

Clothing and 
Item Storage

Number of Rooms Required:

Number of Occupants:

Space Purpose/Function:

Adjacencies:

Special Equipment/Furnishings:

Daylight/View:

1

1

Serve as a place for users to 
relieve themselves; a place to 
take a shower or wash off; hand 
sanitation

Mechanical Room, Bedrooms

Continuous surface to hold 
items, composting toilet, 
shower, drain to water 
reclamation system

No windows or exposure to the 
outside

Precedent: MARSHA

Bathroom

Pocket Door

Toilet

Shower

Sink and Counter

Number of Rooms Required:

Number of Occupants:

Space Purpose/Function:

Adjacencies:

Special Equipment/Furnishings:

Daylight/View:

1

6

A place for the users to exercise;  
games and other fun activities; 
digital media or entertainment

Multiuse Space, Bathroom

Table, seating, exercise 
equipment, and electronic or 
other entertainment devices

Needs at least one window or 
view to the outside

Precedent: MARSHA, Mars Ice 
House

Recreation Space

Wall Opening

Food 
Production

Food 
Production

Entertainment 
Center

General 
Storage

Activity and 
Game 

Storage

Aperture

Exercise 
Equipment

Exercise 
Equipment

Aperture

Number of Rooms Required:

Number of Occupants:

Space Purpose/Function:
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Special Equipment/Furnishings:

Daylight/View:

1

2

Storage is needed for extra 
supplies, EVA suits, sample 
containters, and other items that 
will be used less frequently

Mechanical Room, Recreation

Shelving; air, fire, and 
temperature-proof boxes and 
containers 

No windows or exposure to the 
outside

Food 
Storage in 
Protective 

Cases

General 
Storage

General 
Storage

Multiuse Storage

Pocket Door

Number of Rooms Required:

Number of Occupants:

Space Purpose/Function:

Adjacencies:

Special Equipment/Furnishings:

Daylight/View:

1

1

A place for most communication 
methods to be stored and used; 
most communication with Earth 
will take place here

Mechanical Room, Bedrooms

Tabletop surfaces, a seat, 
communication equipment, 
computers, monitors, cameras

No windows or exposure to the 
outside

Precedent: The Martian

Communications Room

Pocket Door

Equipment 
Storage

Comm 
Satellites 
and Power 
Supply

Desk and 
Chair

Number of Rooms Required:

Number of Occupants:

Space Purpose/Function:

Adjacencies:

Special Equipment/Furnishings:

Daylight/View:

1

3

Spaces for using and testing 
equipment; a place to put on an 
EVA suit; holds equipment that 
needs to be loaded onto the 
rover

Recreation Space; Air Lock

Seating, storage

Needs at least one window or 
view to the outside; air lock 
access

Open Multipurpose Space

Wall Opening Wall Opening

Air Lock to 
Outside

Readily-Available 
Equipment

EVA Suit 
Storage

Tools

Aperture Aperture

Number of Rooms Required:

Number of Occupants:

Space Purpose/Function:

Adjacencies:

Special Equipment/Furnishings:

Daylight/View:

1

6

Used daily by all crew members 
for eating and cooking; most 
food will be pre-packaged; some 
food will be grown on site and 
need prepared

Mechanical Room

Tabletop surfaces, seating, 
cooking equipment, safe 
storage methods

Needs at least one window or 
view to the outside

Precedent: MARSHA

Kitchen/ Food Preparation Area

Wall Opening Food 
Production

Food 
Production

Food 
Production

Food 
Storage

Food 
Storage
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Counter

Dining Table

Aperture
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Fig. 28: Diagrams by authorFig. 27: Diagrams by author
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I came very close to broadening the scope too 

far, or on the opposite end, making very minor 

decisions that were only affecting large scale 

operations. It is worth mentioning that large groups 

and communities of scientists and researchers have 

been, and are currently, solving these issues as well. 

I only needed to design for a small fraction of them 

within this project. Plus, since this is new material to 

add to the universal architectural language, I was 

able to use a different set of parameters that were 

created by another planet entirely.

Over the course of the four months, I created 

numerous design layouts and considered solving 

many issues that are inevitable when designing on 

Mars. Overall, I believe I accurately identified most, if 

not all, the spaces required for a successful home to 

be built on Mars. My final design is presented in the 

remainder of this work.

In this thesis proposal, many challenges were 

mentioned; however, I think several additional ones 

may provide useful background information as 

well. The first is the site I chose. Since Mars has only 

been visited by a few satellites, rovers, and probes, 

I had trouble finding specific information about 

certain areas of the planet, let alone Noctis Landing. 

Since a site visit was obviously impossible, I had to 

rely on satellite imagery, research articles written 

by astronomers, and other trustworthy sources to 

create the most realistic and accurate idea of what 

this site had to offer. 

The second major obstacle identified was the 

representation of this site as well. While I did 

3D-model the site and architecture both digitally 

and physically, it was a careful balancing act 

to not overly simplify nor overly exaggerate the 

complexities and nuances of the Martian surface 

terrain. The third and final challenge was staying 

focused on the design scope. I frequently had to 

remind myself that my goal was to design a home 

for six astronauts to live on Mars for two years.  

Proposal Conclusion
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Design Process 
and Results

01: Terraforming Mars

02: Mission 01

03: Early Design Concepts

04: Sourcing the Mission: 2031

05: 3D Printing the Design: 2032

06: Finished Design: 2033

07: The First Martian Mission: 2033

08: Physical Model

Fig. 29: Perseverance Selfie with Ingenuity, Mars, NASA. 04/07/21
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Step 01: Send two unmanned spacecraft to

 Mars

Step 02: Upon landing, robotics unload and

 begin site exploration

Step 03: “Cobots” (robots) begin excavation

Step 04: Smaller robots collect rocks and

 material to begin printing the home

Step 05: 3D-printed home is constructed as 

 an external shell

Step 06: Inner lining is placed inside and

 inflated 

Step 07: Insulation is applied to interior

Step 08: Innermost lining is added and

 sealed

Phase 01: Preparations Phase 02: Arrival Phase 03: Establishment 

Step 01: Send one spacecraft to Mars with 

 6 astronauts 

Step 02: After arriving, astronauts unload

 cargo like water, food, and air

Step 03: The astronauts traverse to finished

 home 

Step 04: Astronauts complete a full systems

 check on the home 

Step 05: Crew and cobots make

 adjustments if necessary

Step 06: Astronauts officially inhabit Mars

Step 07: Contact Earth

Step 08: The crew will make preparations

 for the next two years

Step 01: Crew will begin plant farming and 

 water mining

Step 02: Start rocket fuel creation process

 for the return trip home

Step 03: Collect samples of soil and rock

 from neighboring areas

Step 04: Evaluate and reactivate “cobots” to

 create more homes and structures

Step 05: Astronauts will monitor additional

 construction for future missions

Step 06: The crew will prepare the home for

 temporary desertion 

Step 07: Astronauts board the spacecraft 

Step 08: Crew will liftoff and return to Earth

3332 Mission 01: 
Phases 01 - 03

Fig. 35: Underground Pods

Fig. 36: Pentagon

Fig. 34: Four Pods

Fig. 33: Dune Catcher

Fig. 31: Den

Fig. 32: Pod

Den

The home is completely immersed in regolith and 

only has one open-air entry access point.

Four Pods

This home design is exposed to the environment, 

but uses redundancy to safely house the astronauts 

in separate spaces.

Pod

The home is exposed to the Martian environment, 

but covered with regolith after construction.

Underground Pods

The design is one-story above grade, and two 

stories below. It has two access points, but 

separated chambers within.

Dune Catcher

The home would collect soil around it from both 

artificial means and by natural wind patterns.

Pentagon

This design is an iteration of “Four Pods,” but 

introduces a central core and intermediate 

hallways.

Early Design Concepts



regolith for shells
3D printing rigs MMRTG

min. distance: 

54.6 million kilometers
max. distance: 

401 million kilometers

robots to inflate bubbles

inflatable bubbles

In Transit
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food for 1st year

food for 2nd year

electrical power
6 kL of water

600 kL of fuel 
propellant

2 kL of water
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In order to supply the first mission to Mars, a 

significant amount of planning will determine when 

to send specific resources from Earth. Components 

such as the 3D printing rigs and the inflatable 

bubbles will be sent in an unmanned spacecraft 

approximately two years prior to the launch of the 

six astronauts.

To address the astronomical cost of shipping 

resources from Earth to Mars, the first mission will 

utilize many natural materials from the site that 

will supplement the contents of the unmanned 

spacecraft. Much of the equipment shown in this 

diagram must be sent from Earth, but will be used to 

collect additional resources for many years to offset 

costs. 

In theory, the indispensable 3D printing rigs will 

be responsible for constructing many future 

components for the colony. Additionally, energy-

producing equipment like the MMRTG (Multi-

Mission Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator) 

will need to be installed and secured, and then left 

untouched. Due to the gravitas of this machine, 

it should rarely require interaction. Finally, Mars 

will eventually become a lifeline for growing food, 

making rocket fuel, and generating large amounts 

of renewable electricity. 

In the final phase of Mission 01, astronauts will 

oversee the construction of at least one additional 

home. This building process will become more 

refined overtime and will eventually lead to an 

exponential growth. If a colony is to survive, the 

success of the first preparation mission cannot be 

overstated. When multiple colonies sprout across 

Mars in the future, they will be based on this very 

first settlement.

Fig. 37: Resources Required for Mission 01

Sourcing the 
Mission: 2031
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Fig. 39: Project Site PlanFig. 38: 3D Printing Construction Process

Finished Design: 2033

excavation sites will be relatively close to the final 

site location to reduce travel time. The printing rig 

will dig a one meter depression before constructing 

the shell. This cavity will be to accommodate the 

thickness of the inflatable bubble in the next stage 

of construction.

The outermost shell of the final home’s structure 

will be 3D printed using a mixture of natural Martian 

regolith and a polymer compound to make it 

solidify over time. The printing rig will perform 

multiple excavations to collect regolith which will 

then be stored and mixed in the large tank. The 

3D Printing the Design: 2032
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Fig. 42: A Day in the Life of an Astronaut

Fig. 41: Floor Plan of the Home

Fig. 40: Arriving at Home After a Mission

The final design of the first Martian home resembles 

a pentagon shape with a central core, several small 

connection chambers, and a few external offshoots. 

Labelled in the floor plan, each of the five pods 

serves a different role in housing the six astronauts. 

The central core is the distribution center for water, 

air, and electricity. This circular pod also allows 

for communication with Earth. Each of the five 

surrounding pods are connected to the core and to 

two adjacent pods. The decision to separate each 

pod using multiple airlocks was a safety feature to 

be used in the case of an emergency. In the image 

below, two ice domes are visible which allow 

indirect daylight to flood the small, private spaces. 

The First Martian 
Mission: 2033



Fig. 44: Ice Dome Getaway

Fig. 46: Preparing for Bed

Fig. 43: Axonometric Section Cut

Fig. 45: A Day in the Research Lab

three images on the page opposite give insight 

into the average daily experience of an astronaut 

on a normal day. One may take a nap in the digital 

screen-lined ice dome before performing lab tests 

on Martian soil. Later, the astronaut will prepare for 

bed and store his clothing in one of the modular 

furniture units that line the walls of the home.

The furniture within each pod, the hallways 

connecting the pods, and the arrangement of 

programmatic elements within the home is clear 

in the axonometric image above. Also seen are 

two MEVs (Mars Exploration Vehicles) which 

provide scale and further the narrative of astronauts 

exploring their new temporary homeland. The 
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Fig. 47: Hybrid Section and Elevation

section drawing, various layers of the Martian 

home are visible. As mentioned, the outermost 

shell is constructed by a 3D printing machine that 

extrudes a compound containing Martian regolith 

in an additive process. After a desired thickness is 

achieved, additional autonomous robots will install 

and inflate the innermost bubble. This lining will be 

calibrated and tested dozens of times prior to the 

arrival of the six astronauts. The composition of the 

air within, as well as the pressure of the atmosphere 

inside the bubble, are extremely important to the 

survivability of this home. If six Earth-born humans 

are to live here, their comfort and longevity is of the 

utmost importance. 

While one of the focal points of this home’s design 

was to keep it single-story, the height of the home 

certainly had little limitation. As seen in the section 

below, the height of the home is approximately four 

meters (or 14 feet). The stacked bed arrangement 

allows for three astronauts to sleep in one pod, 

and the other three in a separate pod. The other 

three pods contain programs such as the kitchen, 

recreation, and research lab. Each have a airlock 

access. These three airlocks are arranged in a 

Y-shape pattern to allow multiple astronauts 

to exit the home simultaneously. This decision 

also increased safety and reduced the risk of 

separation in an emergency. In the construction 

Fig. 48: Construction Detail Section of Typical Pod
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Fig. 49: Collecting Lunch from the Greenhouse

Fig. 50: Close-Up of Ice Pod Construction

Physical Model

greenhouse image above, one can see a potential 

layout for how a crew might go about mass 

producing specific fruit-bearing plants. This space 

would certainly feel very Earth-like, so providing 

spaces for the Martian astronauts to sit and relax is 

almost as important as the food itself. With indirect 

light pouring in overhead, this space breathes life.

Even though shipping large quantities of food is 

certainly a viable option in this theoretical Martian 

settlement, the ability to grow food is a vital aspect 

of a proposed colony. If astronauts are to eventually 

inhabit Mars long-term, they must possess the 

resources and skills necessary to provide for 

themselves without the help of Earth. In the 
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Fig. 54: Close-Up of Two Astronauts

Fig. 53: Close-Up of 3D Printing RIg

Fig. 52: Close-Up of Ice Dome

Fig. 51: Physical Model: Plan View Fig. 55: Close-Up of Bedroom Pod
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01: Assessment of the Thesis

02: Conclusions

03: Recommendations

Reflections and 
Conclusions

Fig. 56: Mastcam-Z Gives Ingenuity a Close-up, NASA. 04/06/21



Self-
actualization

Self-fulfillment Needs

Physiological Needs

Safety Needs

Belongingness and 
Love Needs

Esteem Needs

Psychological Needs

Basic Needs

50 51Assessment of the Thesis: 
Hierarchy of Needs

Physiological Needs

The most basic level of human needs includes 

food, water, and rest. Fortunately, the nature of a 

well-designed Earth home offers all of these. In my 

Martian design, these needs are met in a similar 

fashion. First, as seen in the greenhouse, food will 

be grown in close proximity to the house. Second, 

water will be sent from Earth, or extracted from 

deep within Mars, and then recycled and cleansed 

indefinitely. Water will be available in every pod 

of the home. Lastly, two bedrooms have been 

designed to allow all six astronauts to have access 

to a constant, unchanging place to rest and relax.

Safety Needs

The double shell of this design protects the 

residents from several dangerous aspects of 

the Martian atmosphere. The most significant 

danger comes from radiation. To combat this, the 

outermost regolith shell is approximately one meter 

thick. This is a sufficient dimension for blocking 

both galactic cosmic and ultraviolet radiation 

which would otherwise go unabated. The inner 

shell protects the residents from the extreme 

temperature swings on Mars. From -140º C to 30º 

C (-284º F to 86º F), the human body is ill-equipped 

to survive these temperatures. The inner bubble 

also creates a pressurized environment filled with 

breathable air.

Belongingness and Love Needs

Early in this design process, I knew that my 

occupant number should be greater than one. 

Isolation is undesirable and can have many 

negative effects on the human mind and body. 

By choosing to send six astronauts to Mars for this 

mission, I envisioned the crew to grow very close 

and create a derivative of a family unit. The needs 

and concerns of one member are shared by many.

Esteem Needs

Respect, trust, and self-worth are very important to 

the psychology of an individual. The relationships 

between members of the crew and between the 

crew on Mars and the mission team on Earth will 

be pertinent. If any one person involved has an 

unresolved conflict, it would be in everyone’s 

interest to assist in identifying a solution. 

Self-actualization Needs

The grandiosity of these six astronauts’ success and 

accomplishments will carry with them for the rest of 

their lives. Even though the human population on 

Earth will celebrate and memorialize the crew, it is 

equally important that the first true Martians realize 

and take pride in what they have completed in their 

lifetimes. Their home on Mars should inspire and 

guide these thoughts and emotions long before 

they return to their home planet.

Fig. 57: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
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Arguably one of the most important elements of this 

design is safety. Because of its redundancy in both 

organization and structure, my thesis succeeded in 

addressing all facets of safety. Secondly, this project 

can be constructed in a relatively straight-forward 

manner. Part of this comes from the fact that the 

home uses abundant, accessible construction 

material. Finally, my design is sustainable, because 

it can be repeated without negatively impacting 

Mars. Also, the material can eventually return to its 

original form if necessary.

Over the past four months in particular, but 

ultimately in the past ten months, this entire design 

practice has taught me that iterations are extremely 

valuable for identifying a solid solution. However, 

I also learned that there are many ways to solve 

this problem. My design is by no means the only 

correct way to address and solve the issues that 

Mars possesses. If I had longer to refine this thesis, 

I would have explored other house designs and 

shapes. I would have also probably discovered a 

technique to customize or revise any given home 

design to adapt to the needs of the resident.

Since I chose to design on Mars instead of Earth, 

I quickly learned that the design parameters 

present here are frequently taken for granted. 

From the strength of the gravity to the magnitude 

of radiation present on Mars’ surface, I had to do a 

significant amount of research that embodied itself 

in many aspects of my design. If we architects and 

designers hope to succeed and prepare for the 

future, we should consider revising the parameters 

and constraints that Earth has consistently provided 

to us for so long.

While this thesis had innumerable avenues to 

explore, I believe that my advisors and professors 

assisting me in this project helped me identify and 

pursue the appropriate ones to create the most 

holistic and realistic design. Although I have come 

to the end of my undergraduate collegiate career, 

I believe this thesis project can be passed along 

to others in the future who find themselves as 

fascinated with Martian architecture as I am.

Designing with foreign parameters was a 

profoundly useful exercise for me. If I ever decide to 

design architecture that combats climate change 

on Earth, or even if I decide to design architecture 

for another planet again, I have a solid foundation 

of what to expect and how to navigate my way 

through a seemingly open-ended design realm. I 

recommend that everyone challenge themselves 

as much as they feel comfortable enduring. I have 

learned an immense amount about myself and my 

design strategies over the past four months.

My experience with the design process was 

very positive, because I enjoyed researching 

how others have approached this challenge. 

I learned a significant amount of information 

about Mars, space travel, and upcoming space 

missions throughout this project. I definitely would 

recommend to anyone given an opportunity to 

design whatever they want to pick a topic that they 

are already interested in. I believe this aspect of 

my project helped me get really excited for what I 

eventually created.

This four-month-long project taught me to pace 

myself. Over the past five years in school, I had 

to learn how to be productive and efficient, and 

I believe the thesis project is intended to test 

what I have learned and practiced. Fortunately, 

I did not experience much burnout; I have my 

advisors, professors, and classmates to thank for 

encouraging me over the course of the semester. 

I recommend surrounding oneself with positive, 

creative, uplifting people before starting a long 

project like this. It certainly will help in the long run.
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